Entrex’s Associated Financial Brokers
The Security:

Entrex, Inc.:

Entrex received a patent for a revenueenhanced debt security in 2008 called a
TIGRcub® Security (Topline Income Generation
Rights Certificate). This security was created to
benefit cash-flowing entrepreneurial companies
with a non-dilutive debt option for their capital
structure needs.

Entrex was established in 2001, to create the
leading “capital market for entrepreneurial
companies.” Stephen H. Watkins, Founder &
CEO of Entrex, envisioned a mission to provide
private, entrepreneurial companies the capital
needed to expand and scale.

The TIGRcub® can be used for acquisitions,
growth capital, refinancing loan options, or
owner liquidity. With the development of
Entrex’s InstaCub Calculator, companies can
quickly confirm eligibility for a TIGRcub®
Security. To determine if a TIGRcub® could assist
your client, complete the InstaCub Eligibility
and request a customized illustration for the
company.

458,500
Privately Held Companies
With Annual Revenue of $5
million or greater

Through Watkins’ various companies he’s
owned and administrated, he understood the
difficulty that private companies possessed
when accessing capital, thus Entrex was created
as an (Entr)epreneurial (Ex)change to create
capital efficiency within this sector.
Today, Entrex provides capital to its constituents
via their alternative yield product, the TIGRcub®
Debt Security.

The Market:
Entrex and their broker community (consisting
of over 9000 individuals) focus on the privately
held companies in America’s economy. These
companies are the lifeblood of growth and
prosperity and houses the largest employment
sector of the market. Historically, Entrex and its
TIGRcub® have an average transaction size of
$17 million while the issuing company is about
13 years since their inception. This allows
Entrex and its accredited/institutional investors
to allow for credible historical and projected
cash flows through the term of the TIGRcub®.

The Process:
Through the incorporation of the TIGRcub®, the funding process has evolved into its current
“BlockChain methodology.” Entrex’s eChain allows for multiple bids/offers per transaction and
created an ITO (an Initial TIGRcub® Offering) which distributes certificates, similar to a public
company’s IPO where they would issue stocks. Contact Entrex for more details.
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